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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Armchair: The curved back of the TANGO Armchair merges organically with its seat and armrests to create a dynamic, 
distinctive form that holds the body like an open embrace.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
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Additional Items

Cover

Cushions

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95026001 + fabric code

56026001000

07/21

TANGO
Armchair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026001 | Weight 6 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,31 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,61 m/2.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Standard fibers

040
bronze Seat cushion

      B  46    T 42       H 3 cm
      W 18“   D 16½“    H 1¾“
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Dining table: With its gently bending legs and circular tabletop of clear, single- layer safety glass, this dining table has 
a distinctive, organic look that perfectly complements the TANGO Armchairs.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch
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75
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Additional Items

Cover

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Tabletop

Clear glass top 
22226045000

07/21

TANGO
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026046 | Weight 16 kg/35 lbs | Volume 0,61 m³/22 cu ft

Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026046000
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Dining table: With its gently bending legs and circular tabletop of clear, single- layer safety glass, this dining table has 
a distinctive, organic look that perfectly complements the TANGO Armchairs.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
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75
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Additional Items

Cover

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Tabletop

Clear glass top 
22226049000

07/21

TANGO
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026050 | Weight 29 kg/64 lbs | Volume 1,27 m³/45 cu ft

Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026050000
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Dining table: With its gently bending legs and oval tabletop of clear, single- layer safety glass, this dining table has a 
distinctive, organic look that perfectly complements the TANGO Armchairs.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

cm
inch

220
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Additional Items

Cover

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Tabletop

Clear glass top 
22226075000

07/21

TANGO
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026076 | Weight 55,5 kg/123 lbs | Volume 2,15 m³/76 cu ft

Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026076000
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Lounge chair: The curved back of the TANGO Lounge chair merges organically with its seat and armrests to create a 
dynamic, distinctive form. Thick, comfortable cushions support the body.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items Cushions

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95026005 + fabric code
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07/21

TANGO
Lounge chair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026005 | Weight 9 kg/20 lbs | Volume 0,7 m³/25 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,35 m/2.50 yd (plain fabric only)

Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026005000

Seat cushion
      B  61    T 58       H 8 cm
      W 24“   D 22¾“    H 3¾“

Back cushion
      B  50       T 60       H 16 cm
      W 19¾“   D 23½“    H 6½“
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has estab-
lished itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, chaise 
lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range of pieces.

Recliner: The flowing curves of its armrests give the TANGO Recliner a distinctive, dynamic form. It features an
adjustable back and thick, comfortable seat and back cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Option: Also available with hook-catching.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Cover

07/21

TANGO
Recliner adjustable

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026109 | Weight 13 kg/29 lbs | Volume 1 m³/35 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,30 m/2.50 yd (plain fabric only)

cm
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Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Special Features Fabrics

The backrest mechanism 
allows stepless adjustment
of your furniture. Please review 
the instruction manual!

Item code: 95026009

Additional Items

Cover

Standard fibers

56026009000

040
bronze
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

2-seater: The curved back of the TANGO 2-seater merges organically with its seat and armrests to create a dynamic, 
distinctive form. Thick, comfortable cushions support the body.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items Cushions

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95026012 + fabric code

cm
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07/21

TANGO
2-seater

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026012 | Weight 15 kg/33 lbs | Volume 1,44 m³/51 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,73 m/3.50 yd (plain fabric only)

Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026012000

Seat cushion
      B  132    T 58       H 8 cm
      W 52“     D 22¾“    H 3¾“

Back cushion
      B  50       T 60       H 16 cm
      W 19¾“   D 23½“    H 6½“
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has estab-
lished itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, chaise 
lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range of pieces.

Beach chair: The flowing curves of its armrests give the TANGO Beach chair a distinctive, dynamic form. It features 
thick cushions, an adjustable back and wheels for easy mobility.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Option: Also available with hook-catching.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Special Features Cushions

• The furniture is fitted with wheels.
• The backrest mechanism allows stepless adjustment

of your furniture. Please review the instruction manual!

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95026019 + fabric code

Additional Items

Cover

07/21

TANGO
Beach chair adjustable, incl. wheels

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026119 | Weight 17 kg/37 lbs | Volume 1,36 m³/48 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,50 m/4.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026019000

Seat cushion
      B  60     T 206     H 5 cm
      W 23½“   D 81“     H 2“
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Footstool: With its comfortable cushion and distinctive, organic form, this footstool goes perfectly with the TANGO 
Lounge chair and recliner, and complements the entire collection.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

cm
inch

62

35
5 2

62

Additional Items

Cover

Cushions

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Item code: 95026031 + fabric code

07/21

TANGO
Footstool

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026031 | Weight 6 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,13 m³/5 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,25 m/2.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Standard fibers

040
bronze

56026031000

Seat cushion
      B  45       T 45         H 5 cm
      W 17¾“   D 17¾“      H 2“
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Measurements

Collection: Distinguished by its flowing curves and rhythmic herringbone weave, TANGO by Richard Frinier has 
established itself as a DEDON classic, as dazzling and dynamic as its name implies. From chairs and tables to sofas, 
chaise lounge and more, the collection maintains its unmistakeable look and appeal across a wide and versatile range 
of pieces.

Side table: With its distinctive, organic form, this side table is the perfect complement to the TANGO Lounge chair, 
recliner, 2-seater, and even the TANGO Beach chair.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Curvaceous, dynamic, organic, distinctive, sensuous, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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07/21

TANGO
Side table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 026034 | Weight 6 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,11 m³/4 cu ft

Standard fibers

040
bronze

Additional Items

Cover

Clear glass top 
22226033000

Tabletop

56026033000




